ABSTRACT This paper proposes a novel transmitarray antenna which can achieve high gain and produce dual-mode orbital angular momentum (OAM) beams in Ku-band. Two back-to-back wideband dualpolarized microstrip antennas are employed as the unit cells, which are connected using metalized via holes. Full 360 • phase ranges can be obtained by varying the length of feeding lines in two orthogonal polarizations. Due to high isolation between the two orthogonal polarizations, dual-mode OAM beams can be formed simultaneously by tuning phase distributions in x-and y-polarizations, respectively. The approach for generating OAM beams is explained. To verify this concept, one prototype carrying 0 and +1 mode OAM beams is designed, fabricated, and measured. Experimental results demonstrate that both 0 and +1 mode OAM beams can be generated successfully, and the measured results agree well with the simulated results. Because of high directivity and focusing effects of transmitarray, the proposed +1 mode OAM beam has stable performance at a long propagation distance. The maximum gain reaches 26 and 20 dBi in 0 and +1 mode OAM beams, respectively. Meanwhile, a narrow divergence angle of ±5 • is obtained in +1 mode OAM beam. Compared with other OAM antennas reported, main advantages of the proposed antenna include high gain, narrow divergence angle, low cost, planar structure, and the capability of producing dual-mode OAM beams.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of wireless communication, it has become a major challenge to provide faster and higher data capacity with limited radio resources. As a promising technique, orbital angular momentum (OAM) is expected to potentially improve channel capacity and spectrum efficiency [1] . Compared to plane waves, OAM waves have helical phase fronts with 2πl phase shifts, where l is OAM mode which can be any positive or negative integer. When l is 0, namely 0 OAM mode, the proposed OAM waves is plane waves without phase twist [2] . Due to the orthogonality of different OAM modes of the vortex beam, it is possible to build individual channel using one mode with little interaction on other modes at the same working frequency. This property leads to the potential of transmitting high density information using mode multiplexing technique.
OAM was investigated in optical region initially. L. Allen demonstrated experimentally that electromagnetic (EM) waves can carry OAM [3] . Since then, OAM gave rise to many applications in optical domain, such as optical manipulation, optical trapping, imaging and so on [4] - [7] . In [8] , an optical wireless link reached a data rate of 2.56 Tbit/s by using OAM beams. The concept of OAM was introduced in radio region as well. In 2007, Thidé et al. [9] first proposed that OAM can be used in lower frequency. Later, extending communications capacity using OAM beams starts a new page for OAM applications in radio frequency. The first radio frequency experiments for generating and detect-ing OAM waves in laboratory was reported in 2011 [10] . In 2012, an OAM-based wireless connection over a distance of 442 m was demonstrated in a real-world setting, where two radio waves encoded with different OAM beams at the same frequency [11] . In further research, OAM was applied in millimeter-wave (mm-wave) domain [12] . One example is that a dual-channel 60 GHz communications using OAM beams was demonstrated [13] . In this study, a mm-wave wireless link reached 8-Gbit/s and 4-Gbit/s using different OAM modes.
As a key complement generating OAM beams, antennas play a very important role in OAM wireless system. Many antennas have been studied to generate OAM beams. Typical approaches such as spiral phase plane (SPP) and helicoidal parabolic antenna are often employed to generate OAM beams [14] - [16] . In [10] , a discrete eight-step staircase phase reflector was used to create a discontinues phase shift for OAM beam generation. Using a similar approach, a helicoidal parabolic antenna was fabricated and tested [11] . But these antennas have non-planar structures, bulky sizes, heavy weight, high fabrication complexity and high cost. More importantly, it is difficult to produce dual-mode OAM beams. Multilayer uniform circular arrays (UCAs) were predicted to generate dual-mode or multi-mode OAM beams. The advantages of planer structure and easy phase control lead to more attention on UCAs carrying OAM beams [17] - [20] . For example, in [18] , a research on dual-OAM-mode antenna array was investigated, in which a UCA fed by two feeding networks was designed to generate +1/−1 OAM modes. In [13] , a UCA using multi-layer structure was proposed to achieve +/−1 and +/−2 OAM beams, where the inner UCA and outer UCA produce different OAM beams with different modes independently. However, UCAs often suffer a complex feeding system, resulting in significant losses, low efficiency and high cost. Moreover, it is very challenging to design large OAM antenna arrays, as the feeding network is much more complicated than conventional antenna arrays due to the specific phase shift requirement [21] . Other types of antennas were also reported for OAM beam generation, such as travelling-wave ring-slot antenna [22] , lens antenna [23] , elliptical patch antenna and substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) antenna [24] . However, the drawbacks such as nonplanar, high complexity and low efficiency still exist.
Transmitarray antennas (TAs) and reflectarray antennas (RAs) are an attractive alternative to lens antennas and the traditional phased array antennas because of their planar structure, low cost, simple feeding system and easy beam forming [25] - [29] . Using TAs or RAs is another way to generate OAM beams. The TAs or RAs consist of hundreds or thousands of periodic unit cells, which can be used to control the transmission phase or reflection phase to design a desired beam. The proposed unit cells are usually designed based on frequency selective surface (FSS), metasurface or microstrip antennas. In [30] , a +1 mode OAM beam was produced by a transmitarray, which is constituted by the unit cell of split-ring FSS. In [31] , a high efficiency folded reflectarray was designed for producing OAM beam. In mm-wave domain, an OAM transmitarray based on multilayer phase-shifting surface was presented in [32] . Compared to UCAs, OAM beams produced by TAs or RAs have higher gain performance. However, one drawback of the most of reported transmitarray and reflecarray OAM antennas is that only one mode OAM beam can be produced, which is difficult to meet the dual-mode OAM beams requirement in future wireless communications. Although a generation method for dual-mode OAM beams was reported in [33] , the different OAM beams were in different directions, which have many limits in wireless communications.
Inspired by TAs and dual-polarized antenna arrays, we propose a new strategy to realize a high-gain transmitarray generating dual-mode OAM beams in Ku band. This antenna can achieve multithread communication with a single transmitarray instead of two independent and orthogonal polarization OAM antennas for similar functions. In the proposed design, two compact dual-polarized wideband microstrip antennas are placed back-to-back as the unit cell. The approach for generating dual-mode OAM beams is explained. To verify the concept, a TA generating 0 mode OAM beam in x-polarization and +1 mode OAM beam in y-polarization is designed and fabricated. Excellent performance in terms of high gain, narrow divergence angle, low cost, planar structure is obtained. The experimental results agree well with the simulated ones, which show that the proposed transmitarray can produce 0 and +1 mode OAM beams successfully, with maximum gain of 26 dBi and 20 dBi, respectively. Meanwhile, a narrow divergence angle of +/−5 o is obtained in +1 mode OAM beam.
II. TRANSMITARRAY DESIGN
The configuration of the proposed transmitarray is schematically shown in Fig. 1 , which consists of two parts: feeding antenna and transmitarray. The transmitarray consists of receive-array, beam-forming structure and transmit-array, FIGURE 1. Scheme of transmitarray generating dual-mode OAM beams. VOLUME 6, 2018 which is centrally illuminated by the incident waves from feeding antenna with the focal distance of F. The incident waves are received by receive-array and then transmitted by transmit-array. In the proposed design, the transmitarray operates in two orthogonal polarizations. Thus, the dualmode OAM beams can be achieved in x-and y-polarizations, respectively.
A. DESIGN OF UNIT CELL
The unit cell of the proposed transmitarray is shown in Fig. 2 , which is composed of two dual-polarized wideband microstrip antennas. The two antennas are placed back-toback and share a common ground plane. The driven patch has two orthogonal feeding lines and is printed on the substrate of 0.5 mm Rogers 4003C (ε r =3.55). To enhance the bandwidth, the parasitic patch, etched in 0.8 mm Rogers 4003C, is located above the driven patch with an air space of 1.5 mm. The size of driven patch and parasitic patch is 5 mm and 6.1 mm, respectively. Two metalized via holes surrounded by a circular disk etched in the ground plane are used to connect the feeding lines. The phase response can be adjusted by changing the lengths of the feeding lines. To obtain dual-mode OAM beams, independent phase control in different polarization is necessary. This requirement can be regarded as that there is few interaction when the values of L 1 or L 2 vary uniquely. To verify this, the scatting response of the unit cell is investigated using CST Microwave Studio and the periodic boundary is considered during the simulation. Fig. 3 depicts the phase and magnitude of transmission coefficient versus different L 1 with fixed L 2 (4 mm). As can be seen, the proposed unit cell can get good transmission magnitude above −2 dB from 12.5 GHz to 15.2 GHz. Meanwhile, there are few effects on the phase response in y-polarization when the feeding lines in x-polarization (L 1 ) varies. The simulated results show that the transmission phase can be controlled independently in each orthogonal polarization. Thus, it is feasible to produce dual-mode OAM beams in different polarizations.
Generally, the phase shift in a transmitarray should cover 360 o with high transmission efficiency. Fig. 4 simulates the phase variation and magnitude in x-polarization. As can be seen, a full transmission phase range of 360 o is achieved with well linearity at different frequencies. The transmission magnitude is better than −2 dB. The transmission phase curves at different frequencies are almost parallel to each other, which indicates the broadband performance of the unit cell. Due to similar structure and high isolation between x-and y-polarizations, it can be predicted that similar transmission coefficient in y-polarization can be obtained when L 2 is varied. In practice, most of the unit cells are not placed in the central area and they are illuminated by oblique incidences with different angles. It is necessary to analyze the performance of the unit cell under oblique incidence. Fig. 5 depicts the transmission phase and magnitude at different oblique incidence angles. From the simulated results, within 40 o oblique incidence, the transmission magnitude can keep higher than −2 dB with small variation of transmission phase. According to the simulated results, it can be concluded that the proposed unit cell has low transmission loss and less sensitivity to the oblique incident electric field, which is desired to constitute a transmisstarray.
B. DESIGN METHOD OF DUAL-MODE OAM BEAMS
The process for generating OAM beams using transmitarray can be divided into two steps: the first step is phase compensation. This step coverts the spherical phase front from the feeding antenna to planar phase front. The second step is phase superposition, which means add a spiral phase on the converted planar phase front. The spiral phase imposes a total phase shift of 2πl around one azimuthal cycle according to the OAM mode l.
The phase distribution of the first step is defined as ϕ ij(p) , which can be obtained according to the following function
where (x i , y j ) is the position of unit cell and (x f , y f , z f ) is the position of the feeding antenna. Here, we assume the transmitarray is placed at the plane of z =0, namely xoy plane.
The spiral phase plane can be obtained based on the function (2)
where l is the OAM mode. Thus, the final phase distribution for generating OAM beams can be concluded as the following function
In the proposed transmitarray, 0 mode and +1 mode are selected to verify the design concept. Based on the discussion, a square-aperture transmitarray consisting of 14×14 unit cells is built. A dual-polarized wideband microstrip antenna, which is similar to the unit cell, is used as the feeding antenna. Considering the aperture size of the transmitarry and radiation pattern of the feed antenna, the focal-length is optimized as 113 mm. According to function (1), (2) and (3), the phase distributions for generating 0 mode and +1 mode OAM beams are calculated and shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) , respectively. As can be seen, the phase distribution of 0 OAM mode is symmetric to the array center, which is plane wave phase distribution actually. The phase distribution of +1 mode OAM beam shows a 360 o clockwise phase shift. 
III. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
The proposed transmitarray is constituted based on the calculated phase distributions. Fig. 7 shows the geometry of the transmitarray. In the design, the phase delay lines in x-polarization (L 1 ) are employed to produce 0 mode OAM beam and the phase delay lines (L 2 ) in y-polarization are used to generate +1 mode OAM beam. Full-wave simulation using commercial software HFSS is carried out. The simulated radiation patterns are shown in Fig. 8 . The 0 mode and +1 mode OAM beams are produced successfully as expectation. Due to large aperture, high transmission coefficient and accurate phase compensation, the radiation patterns have high gain performance. At 13.5 GHz, the simulated gain reaches 25.6 dBi in 0 OAM mode and 19.9 dBi in +1 OAM mode, respectively. A small divergence angle of +/−5 o in +1 mode OAM beam is achieved. Compared to conventional UCAs for generating OAM beams, the divergence angle in this proposed antenna has a dramatic improvement, which can be used to increase the OAM-based communication link distance. To further demonstrate the principle of generating OAM beams, the side view of E-field is present in Fig. 9 . As can be seen, the electromagnetic waves produced by the feeding antenna is reconstructed when it spreads through the transmitarray. It is observed that the incident x-and y-polarized spherical waves from the feeding antenna is transformed to 0 mode OAM beam and +1 mode OAM beam, respectively.
For +1 mode OAM beam, there is an amplitude null in the center of radiation patterns. This null area becomes larger VOLUME 6, 2018 with the increase of propagation distance, which makes challenge in long-distance OAM-based communication. To study the stability of the +1 mode OAM beam, the evolution processes is simulated and shown in Fig. 10 . In this simulation, a reference plane with 500×500mm 2 is mounted above the proposed transmitarray as reference plane. The distance between the reference plane and the transmitarray is selected as 220 mm (≈10 λ at 13.5 GHz), 330 mm (≈15 λ at 13.5 GHz), 440 mm (≈20 λ at 13.5 GHz) and 520 mm (≈23 λ at 13.5 GHz), respectively. For content concise, the simulated phase fronts and E-field intensity at the distance of 330 mm and 520 mm are plotted in Fig. 10 . As can be seen, the properties of +1 mode OAM beam, such as spatial phase distribution and ring-shaped amplitude intensity, still keep very well even when the OAM beam propagates to a long distance. Conclusively, the +1 mode OAM beam has a good stable performance. 
IV. FABRICATION AND MEASUREMENT
To verify the design, a prototype is fabricated, assembled and measured, as shown in Fig. 11 . The overall dimension of the proposed transmittarry is 240×240 mm 2 with effective area of 203×203 mm 2 , which is covered by 14×14 unit cells. To support the whole array and create air space, several nylon spacers are employed between every two substrate layers. These nylon spacers are considered during the simulation. 
A. RADIATION PATTERNS
The measured and simulated radiation patterns of dual-mode OAM beams at different frequencies are plotted in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , respectively. The both of 0 mode and +1 mode OAM beams are well produced by the proposed antenna. Good agreement is achieved between numerical calculation and measurement. Within the frequency range from 13 GHz to 15GHz, the measured gain of 0 mode OAM beams is above 20 dBi with maximum gain of 26 dBi at 13.8 GHz. At the same frequency range, the measured gain of +1 mode OAM beams is above 14.2 dBi with maximum gain of 20 dBi at 13.6 GHz. The 3-dB beam width in 0 mode OAM beam is around 6.5 o . The maximum side lobe level (SLL) is less than −14 dB and the cross-polarization level less than −15 dB, respectively. The measured divergence angle of the +1 mode OAM beams is approximately +/−5 o .
B. PHASE FRONTS AND E-FIELD INTENSITY
The phase fronts and E-field intensity of +1 mode OAM beams are measured using near field measure system. The scanning plane in the near-field measure system is set as 520×520 mm 2 with the measure step of 3mm. The distance between the scanning plane and the transmitarray is 530 mm. As shown in Fig. 14 , the phase fronts of the +1 mode OAM beam can be generated with continuously distributed spatial phase. Meanwhile, the measured E-field intensity has a deep null in the center of scanning plane. It can be indicated that the designed transmittarray can produce good +1 mode OAM beams. mainly focuses on antenna type, planar structure, feeding network, OAM modes and antenna gain. The comparison shows that using array antennas can simply achieve dualmode OAM beams. But the feeding network is complex. Most of the reflectarrays or transmitarrays can achieve OAM waves with only one mode. As comparison, the proposed antenna has the advantages of planar structure, no need of feeding network, dual-mode OAM beams and high gain. It is worth pointing out that although the present design in this paper is generating 0 and +1 mode OAM beams, the design method is also adapted to other two types of beams.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

V. CONCLUSION
A novel Ku-band high-gain transmitarray antenna for generating dual-mode OAM beams is presented and studied in this paper. The phase delay lines connecting the receive-array and transmit-array are employed to cover the required phase variation. The design approach for producing the two types of beams is analyzed. The stability of the generated +1 mode OAM beam is discussed. Both the full-wave simulation and the prototype measurement validate the design approach successfully. The 0 mode and +1 mode OAM beams are obtained simultaneously. The measured maximum gain reaches 26 dBi in 0 mode OAM beam and 20 dBi in +1 mode OAM beam, respectively. The divergence angle of +1 mode OAM beam is only +/−5 o . This proposed transmitarray can be a promising candidate in future high capacity communications.
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